BOOK ACTIVITIES

FOR CHILDREN BORN IN 2018

» Read the title on the cover of the book and point to each word.
» Read the book to your baby and point to pictures in the story.

LET'S SNACK TOGETHER

Needed Items:
- Pickles
- Sandwich Meat
- Cheese

Pickle Snack
Slice the pickle and wrap it with cheese and sandwich meat.

LET'S SING TOGETHER

Five Senses
(Point to each body part while singing)

I've got 5 senses and you do too!

With my eyes (with my eyes)
I can see (I can see)

With my ears (with my ears)
I can hear (I can hear)

With my hands (with my hands)
I can touch (I can touch)

With my nose (with my nose)
I can smell (I can smell)

With my mouth (with my mouth)
I can taste (I can taste)

I've got 5 senses and you do too!

LET'S CRAFT TOGETHER

Touch and Feel Book
Paste different items on construction paper with the child. Combine the construction paper into a book. Allow the child to touch and feel the different textures.